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Minutes of the meeting of the Curriculum Committee on 4th October 2021 via Microsoft Teams at 

11am (recorded) 

Present: Claudia Canepa (chair), Sarah Awuye (head), Kirsty Pape (deputy head), Susie Bagnall 

(governor), Katharine Wilson (associate member and clerk). 

 

1  Declarations of Interest 

None. 

 

2  Apologies and Minutes 

KP welcomed; apologies were received from Daniel Walters.  Katharine Wilson joined the  meeting at 

11.15. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved and will be uploaded to the website.  

 

3  Matters arising not on the agenda 

None. 

 

4  Safeguarding 

SA reported that there were four open cases: one case stepped down from Child in Need plan.  One 

Child in Need plan, one child to be subject to Child Protection plan. 

SA has requested safeguarding audit from LADO. 

One EYFS child left ASC by themselves (as far as bike shed). Parents informed the school.  Ben Sadler 

starting initial investigation.  Immediate action taken to ensure children cannot get to door.  

How long will the investigation take? 

Initial investigation to be reviewed with SA today, in order to see what needs to change.  Update at 

FGB. 
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5  Committee Terms of Reference 

These were approved and will be sent to FGB. 

 

6  Data Points and New Data Tracker Software 

KP explained that for assessment purposes we have moved from Integris to Sonar.  Sonar allows for 

tracking in non-core subjects.  Integris measures in a linear process; Sonar measures against a point 

in time, enabling better progress assessment eg a child could be registered as ‘at greater depth’  and 

measured accordingly. 

Sonar gives targets from National Curriculum; teachers can tick off which targets are taught and 

covered, noting which children are at the expected standard, at greater depth etc.  These targets can 

be reviewed by subject leaders.   

KP investigating training teachers.  System will be ready for governors within next few weeks ; data 

needs to be anonymised. 

That’s great.  What can we do to ensure that Curriculum Committee reviews the data in a timely 

fashion?    

SA noted that when training has been done, governors can see the same (anonymised) data as the 

SLT.   

Will Sonar create reports?   

No specific information on this as yet; there are many filtering options to enable governors to track 

specific groups. 

Can we recalibrate committee meetings to ensure they dovetail with data collection? 

This has been discussed before with BH.  CC pointed out that one solution was having a sub-group of 

the committee meet to discuss data, as had been trialled earlier this year, but this means an 

additional meeting in an already tight schedule. 

SB suggested reopening this question at FGB, as the committee’s key purpose is to review data  and 

governors in general must also monitor the data.   

CC suggested shifting curriculum meeting dates to follow data collection. The committee agreed to 

trial the idea with meeting dates changed to:  

12 January (December data): 11am-12.30;  

May 5 (April data): 9.15am-10.45.   

Last meeting date to remain 30 June for now, as it would be difficult to accommodate the July data 

in time for FGB.  KS2 data normally available in July for SA to share with FGB.  

When can governor training in data take place? 

KP will arrange this with a trainer when data has been anonymised; she will send an initial webinar 

link to CC.    ACTION: KP 

SA suggested governor training could take place in an FGB meeting. 
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CC praised SA’s suggestion that governors could present specific questions via email about data a 

week in advance of meeting, and this practice will be adopted at the January meeting.   

Can FGB meetings be moved this year to accommodate data collection? 

SB noted that we are currently discussing data for the first time halfway through the academic year 

as a governing body. There needs to be better streamlining of meetings, so that SA and KP can 

produce data which we can cascade to FGB; the point is to benefit the school.  SA noted that data 

had been aligned with meetings prior to the most recent OFSTED inspection and that this could be 

done again if not this year, next year. 

This is subject to the agreement of the Chair and Clerk of Governing Body.   

CC to explore if it is possible to discuss this issue at next FGM. 

ACTION: CC 

 

7  Targets  

SA, KP and CC will meet to set realistic targets; no national standards have been available since 2019, 

which will be used as a starting point.        ACTION: CC 

Is there an external advisor? 

Yes, Deborah Nind, but SA noted that it would be better to spend time with her on other matters as 

the school can set suitable targets. 

 

8  SDIP 

As there was no external data available, what was the driver for the revised priorities? 

Internally tracked (non-statutory) data, shared on SDIP, including KS1 and KS2, EYFS, Phonics.  2020 

data missing as schools shut.  2020 year 1 phonics from before schools shut down in 2021. 

Committee praised the revised priorities and long-term strategic goals as formulated at the Away 

Day.  Suggested amendments to enhance inclusion, improved (post COVID) well-being etc which 

have now been included. 

Since the new SDIP ‘actions’ are so strong, should they be assigned to particular sections (eg 

leadership and management, teaching)? 

SA had initially done this, but the document was re-edited.  She will adopt the suggestion. 

SB noted that outdoor well-being should be added to Strand 2 of SIAMS. 

Placement of new writing policy was discussed with reference to CPD, as the policy has changed a 

lot. 

The updated document with draft revised priorities will be sent to the committee.   

      ACTION: SA 

 

9  Monitoring (committee priorities and process) 
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SA discussed the new monitoring priorities: writing; underachievement; subject leadership. 

KP noted that subject leaders would monitor non-core books, and core books feeding into writing.  

KP will share this information with governors in new documentation when ready.         ACTION: KP 

 

KP noted that the impact of COVID was particularly noticeable in the children ‘at greater depth’  

reflecting the lack of the breadth of study, and that this would be monitored especially in 

conjunction with writing. 

KP will share with governors a document called ‘Subject on the page’ which will show what a subject 

looks like at school (monitoring standards, books, pupil voice etc).          ACTION: KP 

Can our monitoring include book scrutinies to see evidence of teachers following through on their 

actions? 

SA agreed with SB that governor visits, book scrutiny and SONAR data would make an effective 

three-pronged approach, especially as the focus was on pupil engagement. 

How can Curriculum Committee monitor most effectively? 

SA suggested curriculum committee could do a book scrutiny after the first data point, and monitor 

behaviour and learning, talk to children about outdoor learning, behaviour, reading,  phonics etc. 

KP noted that subject leadership would be best monitored after Christmas.  

Visit dates proposed for 6th January at 1pm, before curriculum committee (12 January). 

 

9  Policies 

Governors praised a strong set of policies which will be forwarded to FGB, with comments and 

amendments from SB, including: 

Assessment: LSAs to be standardised to TA.  KP is assessment leader. 

Behaviour: SA explained ‘relentless routines’ as relevant to disruption caused by COVID. Some SEND 

children ‘outside’ rather than ‘beyond’ policy.  New material on sexual harassment praised by 

governors; SA is currently briefing staff.   

Calculation:  presentation praised. 

EYFS: elements of assessment policy to be added with reference to reporting to parents .  

PHSE: reference to independent schools to be omitted.   RSE policy discussed (not covered in science 

lessons); initial comments from parents; some withdrawals from RSE lessons by parents, and 

numbers to be reported to committee in future.  

Reading and Writing (combined): new policy, currently being cascaded by KP to staff, aligned with 

English curriculum.  English lead to be added. 

Teaching and Learning: addition of ‘in line with assessment policy’. 

Safeguarding: staff updated. 
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Remote Learning: break times replicated – chat function disabled to prevent inappropriate 

comments. 

CC thanked the SLT and all staff for their hard work, and SB for her commentary. 

 

10 AOB 

SA will update SEF with priorities aligned with SDIP.  ACTION: SA 

 

The meeting finished at 12.40 pm. 

 

 

 

 

 


